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NEWSLETTER

Music is the language of the heart without words. - S. Suzuki

MESSAGE FROM THE MTSA PRESIDENT
DIEDRE BACCO
Dear MTSA members,
I am announcing that this Fall, I will be stepping down as
MTSA President and will turn the reigns over to Zachary Ebin,
the current Vice President/President Elect. It has been my
honor & privilege to serve as MTSA President and to be a part
of the leadership team for the past decade. I will continue to be
involved with the organization, as well as maintain my MTSA
membership and encourage students from my studio to be
active members. Thank you for your continued support in our
Suzuki community.
Deidre Bacco, MTSA President
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MTSA Event Recap: What Musicians Can Learn About
Practicing from Current Brain Research

DR. FRED SIENKIEWICZ

On March 27th, University of Arizona viola professor Dr. Molly Gebrian presented a Zoom talk for MTSA members on
how to use the knowledge of contemporary neuroscience to inform and improve the way we practice and teach. Dr.
Gebrian earned dual undergraduate degrees in viola performance and neuroscience from Ithaca College, a master’s in
viola from the New England Conservatory, and did additional work in neuroscience during her doctoral work at Rice
University.
Dr. Gebrian’s engaging 75-minute presentation divided into five sections: brain and learning basics (for musicians);
structuring your practice time: blocked versus random practice; how to use your metronome; sleep and learning; and
mental practicing. In each topic, she explored relevant scientific studies, anecdotes from her own experience as a
performer and teacher, and strategies she recommends students and teachers employ to make the most of this
knowledge.
The first part of the talk addressed the basic science of neurons, when and how they form connections, what makes
those connections stronger/faster, and when the brain decides to remove old connections (i.e. old habits). Notable was
Gebrian’s relevant analogy for practicing: Say, for instance, you have an old, bad habit, and a newer, better habit for
how to execute a certain passage. When your brain is picking between these two different neuronal pathways in the
moment of performance it is like a traveler in an unfamiliar place confronted with two paths through the snow — the
traveler will naturally feel whichever path is most well-travelled (packed down) must be the right one and pick it a good
percentage of the time. If we want the brain to pick the newer, less established habit, we need to make it stronger, but
forcing repetitions of it, but ALSO we need to make sure we have no repetitions of the older established habit. The
neuroscience is clear: only by never using an old pathway will the brain’s chemicals mark it as unused and deconstruct
it, allowing the new pathway to become the only choice for the traveler of our analogy. So in practicing, it’s important
not only to repeat the correct pathways, but also to studiously avoid reinforcing incorrect pathways.
Dr. Gebrian also explored how the science comparing “blocked practice” to “random practice” is contradictory to most
musicians’ established patterns of practicing and learning. Most musicians teach, practice, and rehearse in blocked
practice style, which is to focus on improving same thing (technique, phrase, piece) over and over until it is feeling
good (“grooved”), and then move on and not return. But the science is very clear: for developing high levels of
performance readiness and skill retention, “random practicing” is faster and more robust. Random practice is splitting
up the time you spend on each goal — whether it’s different pieces, different parts of a piece, different aspects of a
piece (rhythm vs. pitch), etc. — and interleaving it. Maybe 5 minutes on goal A, 5 minutes on goal B, 5 minutes on goal
C, etc.. This also universally feels worse (harder, less effective) to the musician who is practicing because of an effect
scientists call the “illusion of mastery,” in which we erroneously feel block-style practicing makes us improve more. If
you (or a student) has ever said “but it worked great in the practice room the other day”, the illusion of mastery has
struck again. Interleaved or random practicing can help retain those gains, and Dr. Gebrian suggested some very
specific strategies for organizing practice sessions to improve this.
When practicing with a metronome, Gebrian focused on an interesting pitfall we might encounter. The brain-scan study
goes like this: in musicians keeping time with a metronome on every beat there is clear activation in one particular
region of the brain (the sensorimotor cortex), but when the same musician has to continue keeping time without the
metronome, a second region of the brain (the sensorimotor area, which controls timing in the absence of outside
stimulus), which was clearly dormant before, becomes active. So, if we only practice with the metronome on every beat,
we don’t practice that part of the brain we need to keep steady without the metronome. Dr. Gebrian suggests that
playing in time with the metronome is only the first stage of practicing rhythm, not the last, and further advanced
(Continued on next page)
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techniques are necessary to really prepare to play steadily in performance. She suggests working with the metronome
on the offbeats only (i.e. 2nd 8th note of the beat), on downbeat of the measure only, and/or by using modern
metronome apps like TimeGuru with a “random beat silencing” feature, where it randomly chooses to not play some
percentage of the beats (like 30%, 40%, 70%, etc.) — these techniques require more activation of brain to keep steady,
while still offering feedback as to whether you are successfully remaining steady.
Gebrian’s passion for the importance of sleep to learning was evident, and neuroscience has an important (and maybe
surprising) finding for us: getting a good night’s sleep AFTER a period of skill development (practice, lesson, or
rehearsal) is critical to retaining the gains made during that period. There are fundamental chemical processes in the
brain that happen only during a full night’s sleep, and to “sleep on it” is an important part of the skill-development
process: scientists reliably see gains in skill accuracy and speed only after a sleep cycle following a practice session.
Furthermore, this effect is highly correlated with specific kind of sleep that happens only during the fourth quarter of a
full night’s sleep (hours 7-8 of an 8-hour sleep cycle) and there is a spike in chemical activity in the brain associated
with strengthening neuronal pathways during this part of the sleep cycle. Dr. Gebrian’s recommends everyone read
“Why We Sleep” by Matthew Walker and just can’t say enough about how important getting good sleep is to the
physical/neurological cycles of learning.
Lastly, Dr. Gebrian addressed the topic of mental practice, grounding the discussion in studies comparing mental
practice (mentally imagining or visualizing a task) vs. physical practice (actually performing the task) in skilldevelopment tasks. Her main takeaway is that mental practice is a very effective tool and can create the same positive
changes in your brain and skills as real practicing — “you can change your brain just by thinking about it!” In one
study, musicians who physically practiced a musical example for 5 days in a row did exactly as well as musicians who
only mentally practiced but were allowed one extra physical practice session. This and many other studies confirm that
the combination of mental and physical practice can be more powerful than physical practice alone, and it can help
manage the development of injury or manage when access to a practice room is limited.
The MTSA members in attendance had a variety of interesting questions and a lively 15-minute Q&A session
concluded the talk. Another version of this same presentation is available at her website at
https://mollygebrian.com/music-and-the-brain/, and that same page also has additional talks exploring performing from
memory, practicing for speed, learning faster by taking breaks, and more. Many thanks to Dr. Gebrian for sharing her
expertise with the MTSA community!
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Musical Skies
SOPHIE HONG
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We want your compositions for the Newsletter. To submit a composition please email:
vicepresident@middletnsuzuki.org
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Music City Strings Performs at Franklin Rodeo
Christia Chambers

Come one, come all, the Franklin rodeo is back ya’ll! For the first time since 2019, the Franklin Rodeo was held at the
Williamson County Ag Expo Park on May 19th, 20th, and 21st. Music City Strings was asked to perform at the
entrance each evening to greet guests while they waited to enter. Fiddle selections included Little Liza Jane,
Tennessee Waltz and of course, Rocky Top!

Save the Date!
Fall Workshop

October 2, 2022!
INSTRUMENT
EXCHANGE
Violin made by Rodney de Vries
2019 St. Johns, NL
$12,000 CAD (approximately $9,500 USD)
To audition this instrument email:
Zachary.ebin@vanderbilt.edu
or call 615 635 9760
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1/8th Size French Violin circa 1900
labeled Medio-Fino
Contact: Elizabeth Estes
Lizlangfordestes@gmail.com
615-500-2196

